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Supply Chain Insurance Coverage

 Currently ranks as No. 1 risk to
business based on the Allianz Risk
Barometer.

 Above Cyber and NATCAT, although
NATCAT can impact supply chain.



What is a Supply Chain?
A supply chain is a system of organizations, people, activities, information, and resources involved in
moving a product or service from supplier to customer. Supply chain activities involve the
transformation of natural resources, raw materials, and components into a finished product that is
delivered to the end customer.*

 Infrastructure Collapse
 Bridges

 Rail

 Canals

 Earthquakes

 Wildfires

 Tsunamis
 Winter Storms

 Tornados

Threats to a Supply Chain
 Politics
 Weather
 Flood

 Drought

 Natural Catastrophes
 Harvey

 Irma

 Dorian



What Does a Supply Chain Look Like?



Wall Street Journal Quote



What does a Supply Chain Insurer look for?

 Resiliency

 Are there alternatives?

 Sourcing from more than one supplier

 Do you have redundancy in practice?

 Multiple suppliers/distributors/manufacturing sites

 Do you have it in backup in supply and distribution planned and contracted, if not in practice?

 What is the product? Easy to replicate or not?

 Can you outsource or use a competitor to stay in business?



What Can You Do?
 Risk Management 101
 Risk Identification
 Undertake a comprehensive review of your exposures
 What are your specific needs?—e.g., product, service, brand, or supplier
 Assesses and map your supply chain process from a risk standpoint.
 Where are you vulnerable?

 Risk Measurement
 Develop a comprehensive and understandable format for the underwriters
 Your broker may be able to assist with impact modeling, forensic accounting, and gap analysis.

 Alternative Risk Treatment and Insurance
 Can you reduce risk through contracts?
 What are you options on Risk Transfer?
 Multiple suppliers and distributors?
 If needed Underwriters would use the risk analysis to make decisions about a client’s 

vulnerability and to structure and price the insurance coverage.



Why is Supply Chain Insurance Different /
So Difficult to Obtain?
 Supply chain insurance reacts to an insured event

that is not limited to physical loss or damage.

 Supply chain insurance is primary for non-physical
damage events and resultant business interruption.

 Coverage is for business interruption as a result of
disruption or delay in the receipt of products,
components, or services from a named supplier or
supply.

 Depending on the insurance product selected, types
of covered non-physical damage events could
include pandemic; strike, civil, or military action;
regulatory action; political risk; or other significant
delays in supply (i.e., from natural disasters such as
an earthquake, flood, or volcanic eruption).

 Coverage for physical damage perils, such as fire
and natural catastrophes, is typically excess of
the client’s current contingent time element
coverage, which will increase the client’s current
level of coverage.

 Definition for the disruption/delay is structured on
either an agreed value basis or actual loss
sustained, providing protection for both total and
partial interruption of service operations.

 Measure of loss could be in gross earnings
expected or in number of units from the
production or service operation.

 Multiple supplies or suppliers can be included.
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Visualizing Energy Supply Chains



Counterparty Risk

Counterparty Risk: The risk to each party of a contract that the counterparty will not live up
to its contractual obligations. Counterparty risk is a risk to both parties and should be
considered when evaluating a contract. In most financial contracts, counterparty risk is also
known as default risk.

Google\Investopedia\terms\counterpartyrisk

Risk: A probability or threat of damage, injury, liability, loss, or any other negative occurrence
that is caused by external or internal vulnerabilities, and that may be avoided through
preemptive action.

www.businessdictionary.com/definition/risk.html



Contractual Responsibilities

VESSEL & BARGE OWNERS
• Safe Berth
• Safe Passage
• Seamanship of vessel
• Indemnify and Hold Harmless Commodity Owner from pollution losses 

resulting from Vessel Owners negligence or breach of charter party agreement
• Reserves the right to charge Commodity Owners interest for emergency 

response costs resulting from general average claims



Contractual Responsibilities (continued)

RAILWAYS / RAILROADS
• Safe passage (exception for extenuating circumstances)
• Responsibility for coupling & uncoupling
• Environmental indemnity obligations imposed to protect rail in the event of

commodity interest negligence, such as misrepresentation or misclassification
• Maintenance of Sidetrack Agreements or switches?

LIQUID TERMINAL OPERATORS
• Terminal Responsibility for goods starts and ends at flange
• Storage/Blending/Containment of Goods – Products Liability exposure
• Safe Transfer of Product (from flange to tank)
• Indemnification obligations potentially imposed on commodity interest –

Force Majeure, Knock for Knock Indemnities



Contractual Responsibilities (continued)

MOTOR TRUCK OPERATORS
• Safe Passage- Safe Cargo
• Compliance with ICC and MTC regulations and statutes
• Indemnification obligations potentially imposed on commodity interest (deep pockets)

COMMODITY OWNERS
• Risk follows bill of lading - electronic
• Proper classification (labeling)\characterization of cargo
• Indemnity for third party damages (lost or damaged cargo, lost income of 

Common Carrier)
• Indemnity for Tort Liability defense “third party bodily injury and property 

damages” arising from goods or products including legal defense expenses



Limitations of Liability

-

IN REM
Enacted by Congress to promote the development of the American merchant marine

Establish equal footing to shipowners hailing from other commercial seafaring
nations

Vessel owners have the opportunity to limit their liability to the post loss value of the
vessels for a marine casualty

Applies to “seagoing vessels and . . . all vessels used on lakes or rivers or in inland
navigation.”



Limitations of Liability (continued)

CARRAIGE OF GOODS BY SEA ACT “COGSA”

Governs the rights and responsibilities between shippers of cargo and vessel owners
regarding ocean shipments to and from the United States

It is the US enactment of the International Convention Regarding Bills of Lading, commonly
known as the “Hague Rules“

Increased amounts due from vessel owners for cargo damaged in transit from GPB 100 per
package to USD 500 per package or, for goods not shipped in packages, per customary
freight unit

“Package limitation" has become one of the most contentious and litigious areas in the field
of cargo damage, particularly as it relates to the transportation of goods by ocean shipping
containers



Limitations of Liability (continued)

HAGUE RULES
Formally, the "International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law
relating to Bills of Lading, and Protocol of Signature" is an international convention to
impose minimum standards upon commercial carriers of goods by sea.

924 Convention actually favors carriers and reduced their obligations to shippers;

Represented the first attempt by the international community to find a workable and
uniform way to address the problem of shipowners regularly excluding themselves
from all liability for loss or damage to cargo;

Objective:  Establish a minimum mandatory liability of carriers.



Limitations of Liability (continued)

HAGUE RULES (continued)

Shipper bears the cost of lost/damaged goods if:
1) they cannot prove that the vessel was unseaworthy
2) improperly manned or unable to safely transport and preserve the cargo

These provisions have frequently been the subject of discussion between shipowners
and cargo interests on whether they provide an appropriate balance in liability.

The Hague Rules form the basis of national legislation in almost all of the
world's major trading nations, and cover nearly all the present international
shipping. The Hague Rules have been updated by two protocols, but neither
addressed the basic liability provisions, which remain unchanged.



Limitations of Liability (continued)

LAW OF GENERAL AVERAGE
Legal principle of maritime law according to which all parties in a sea venture
proportionally share any losses resulting from a voluntary sacrifice of part of the ship or
cargo to save the whole in an emergency (for instance, when the crew throws some
cargo overboard to lighten the ship in a storm);

Equitable practice whereby all the merchants whose cargo landed safely
would be called on to contribute a portion, based upon a share or
percentage, to the merchant or merchants whose goods had been tossed
overboard to avert imminent peril;

GA allows Vessel Owner to recoup  emergency responses costs arising 
from environmental threats (human health and environment)



Examples of Counterparty Risk

Single Purpose LLC – limited assets

Indemnity Failure – cannot or will not honor environmental indemnity obligations

Negligence of Commodity Interest
- Material breach of contract terms and conditions
- Misclassification and/or Misdeclaration of Cargo (MSC Flaminia)

Failure to meet minimum contractually imposed insurance requirements
- Inferior coverage terms, conditions and limits of insurance
- Dilution of limits
- Geographical restrictions
- Validity of insurance (Certificates of Insurance)
- Encumbered claim process or control
- Inability to obtain appropriate insurance (retained risks)



Examples of Counterparty Risk (continued)

Negligence of third parties
- Agents
- Surveyors 
- Third Party Logistics Providers

Failure of insurers (whether your insurer or theirs) to respond as expected or intended
- Liability not clear:  Legal Liability vs. Contractual Liability (bills of lading)
- Materiel misrepresentation of risk
- Lack of attachable insurance



Closing Thoughts….

In the words of DOE Secretary Moniz…

“His more general point was that managing risks was an act of the
imagination. And the human imagination is a poor tool for judging risks.
People are really good at responding to a crisis that just happened, as
they naturally imagine that whatever just happened is most likely to
happen again. They are less good at imagining a crisis before it
happens and taking actions to prevent it.”

Lewis, Michael. “The Fifth Risk”. Copyright 2018, p 67
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The Evolving Nature of Supply Chains

• Longer, more complex and often global supply chains
• Outsourcing production and back office functions
• Importance of seasonal peak volumes to meet revenue 

targets
• Higher customer expectations and brand protection
• The ability to negotiate supply chain vulnerabilities 

successfully protects revenue and the bottom line



Where does Trade Disruption Insurance fit?



”“ How much do you think 
you control your supply 

chain? 





What happens 
when the supply 

chain snaps?
 Loss of Profits

Contractual Penalties 
Extra Costs and Expenses



What do Insurers want to know?
 Supply Chain Description
 Supply Chain Management
 Previous Losses and Solutions (experience and lessons learned)

 What are the threats to the Supply Chain
 Contingency plans and implementation costs
 Financial consequences of a disruption
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